
Babez For Breakfast

Lordi

Ami

       G
It's a bounty of meat?
     F
It's all you can eat
        Dmi                     Ami
they'll never see through my disguise,
     G                       F
I'll season them all with my special sauce,
     Dmi                      E
I'll bang their flesh to tenderise

  Ami  F   G               Ami
Babeeeeeeeeeeez, babez for breakfast,
    F           G   C As
and bitches for brunch,  
  Ami  F   G               Ami

Babeeeeeeeeeeez, babez for breakfast,
    F              E
and more sluts for lunch

Ami
Babez for breakfast,
bitches for brunch,
Babez for breakfast,
bitches for brunch

    G
The harder they come,
    F
the stronger I'll be,
Dmi                  Ami

I feel my confidence rise,
G
I give them everything,
F
they came to see,
Dmi                       E
yeah, I've got nothing to hide!

  Ami  F   G               Ami
Babeeeeeeeeeeez, babez for breakfast,
    F           G    C As
and bitches for brunch,  
  Ami  F   G               Ami
Babeeeeeeeeeeez, babez for breakfast,
    F              E
and more sluts for lunch

Ami
Babez for breakfast,
bitches for brunch,
Babez for breakfast,
bitches for brunch,
Babez for breakfast,
bitches for brunch,



Babez for breakfast,
bitches for brunch

H
Never caught 'em, god,
                                      E
never let them see behind the mask at all, NO!
  H
I keep it up, my mark,
                         E
The item must never ever go

  Ami  F   G               Ami
Babeeeeeeeeeeez, babez for breakfast,
    F           G    C As
and bitches for brunch,  
  Ami  F   G               Ami
Babeeeeeeeeeeez, babez for breakfast,
    F              E
and more sluts for lunch

Ami
Babez for breakfast,
bitches for brunch,
Babez for breakfast,
bitches for brunch,
Babez for breakfast,
bitches for brunch,
Babez for breakfast,
bitches for brunch

Babez for breakfast,
bitches for brunch,
Babez for breakfast,
bitches for brunch,
Babez for breakfast,
bitches for brunch,
Babez for breakfast,
and more sluts for lunch!
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